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Abstract  
 

As a new kind of low-melting glass, bismuthate glass is deemed 

to be one of the most potential green materials to replace 

polluted Pb contenting glass. Nowadays, the study of boro-

bismuthate glass is mainly on aspects of the influence of 

additional oxide on its property and the low-melting electronic 

sealing glass. In this study, the spectroscopic properties of Bi2O3-

ZnO-B2O3-BaO quaternion glass system had investigated 

synthetically, and thrie properties of FT-IR spectra and Raman 

spectra were analyzed by altering the contents of main oxide. 

The results indicate that the FT-IR spectra mainly concentrates 

on the wave numbers around 500 cm
−1

, 720 cm
−1

, 840 cm
−1

, 

980~1080 cm
−1

, 1200~1500 cm
−1

, and evident Raman scattering 

peaks mainly distributes at 130 cm
−1

, 390 cm
−1

, 575 cm
−1

, 920 

cm
−1

 and 1250 cm
−1

. With the increasing of the dominating oxide 

Bi2O3 content presented in group A, it shows a progressive 

enhanced number of [BiO6] and [BiO3] units, [BO3] units are the 

main network former in the glass structure, the FT-IR spectra 

absorption peaks which caused by [BO4] units shift to lower 

wave numbers, it indicates that the glass structure got the loose 

tendency. However, with the increasing of the other dominating 

oxide B2O3 content emerged in group B, the numbers of [BO3] 

and [BO4] units get a increase, but the relative numbers of [BiO3] 

and [BiO6] units get a decrease, which makes the glass structure 

has the tendency of densification. ZnO as a network modifier 

existed in the glass structure. This work is looked forward to 

providing help for investigating the properties of the present 

glass in depth. 
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Introduction 
  

Bismuth glass as a kind of new special material was investigated 

mainly on Bi2O3-B2O3 [1,2]and Bi2O3-ZnO-B2O3 system glass 

[3]. There were more and more studies on their structure and 

properties [4-6]. Bi-Glass had an excellent low melting point 

performance, and it could be melted below 1100
o
C, and expected 

to be developed as a new type of lead-free low melting sealing 

glass.  

 

As a new variety of lead-free material, Bismuth borate glass was 

preferred by a growing number of researchers recently, and its 

structure and performance are also explored in the process 

gradually. Raman and infrared spectroscopy provide important 

information regarding the local structure in vitreous and ceramic 

materials [7,8]. Shashidhar Bale et al. [2] studied the role of 

Bi2O3 in the formation of glass network by Raman and IR 

techniques. Chahine et al. [9] reported infrared and Raman 

spectra of sodium–bismuth–copper phosphate glasses, which 

reflected the structural role of bismuth. Yin et al. [1] studied the 

structure and crystallization kinetics of Bi2O3–B2O3 glasses and 

Radu et al. [10] employed infrared and Raman studies to 

investigate the structural units in bismuth based glasses. 

Moreover, Katerina Knoblochova et al. [11] investigated the 

Bi2O3–PbO–B2O3–GeO2 system and meanly analyzed its 

structure. 

 

In present investigation, spectroscopic properties of Bi2O3-ZnO-

B2O3-BaO quaternary system glasses were studied by FT-IR 

spectra and Raman spectra. Further, variations of the glass 

structure were investigated on the basis of spectra, thus to 

develop comprehensive analysis on glass structure and property.  

 

Experimental Procedure  
 

Glass samples of compositions (65-x)Bi2O3-xZnO-5BaO-

30B2O3(3≤x≤15) and (80-y)Bi2O3- yB2O3- 15ZnO-5BaO 

(20≤y≤40) were prepared by melt quench technique using 

reagent grade chemicals Bi2O3, ZnO, and H3BO3. The mixture of 

these chemicals taken in porcelain crucibles was calcinated at 
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450 
o
C for 1 h and then melted at 1100–1200 

o
C depending on 

the glass composition. The liquids were agitated for 1 h to ensure 

homogeneous mixture. The clear liquid (free of bubbles) was 

quickly cast in a stainless steel mould kept at 250
o
C and pressed 

with another steel disc maintained at same temperature. The 

samples were transparent and their colour varied from yellow to 

light brown as the content of bismuth is increased. Thus obtained 

glasses were annealed at 300
o
C for duration of about 8 h to 

remove thermal stress and strain. The glass samples with the 

variable x were equal to 3, 6, 9, 12 and 15, respectively. In 

addition, the glass samples with the variable y were equal to 20, 

25, 30, 35 and 40, respectively. 

 

Infrared spectra of the powdered glass samples were recorded at 

room temperature in the range 400–2000 cm
−1

 using a Nicolet-

60-SXB FT-IR- infrared spectrometer. These measurements 

were made on glass powder dispersed in KBr pellets. 

 

The room temperature Raman measurements were performed in 

the range 100–1700 cm
−1

 using a micro Raman system from 

spectrometer (Renishow Invia). The incident laser power is 

focused in a diameter of 1~2 μm and a notch filter is used to 

suppress Rayleigh light. In the present system Raman shifts are 

measured with a precision of ~0.3 cm
−1

 and the spectral 

resolution is of the order 1 cm
−1

. 

 

Results and Discussion 
Structure of Bi2O3-ZnO-B2O3-BaO Glass System  
 

Figure 1 represents FTIR-spectra of x=9 glass sample. For the 

glass sample, we observe band around 500, 720, 840, 980~1080 

and 1200~1500 cm
-1

 obviously. The obtained absorption bands 

and their assignments are summarized in Table 1.  
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Figure 1: FT-IR spectra of glass composition containing 56 mol% of Bi2O3. 

 

Table 1: Assignments for the FT-IR absorption bands of Bi2O3-ZnO-B2O3-BaO 

glass. 

 

Wavenumber (cm−1) FT-IR assignment 

500 cm−1 Stretching vibrations of Bi–O bonds in strongly 

distorted BiO6 octahedral units, B–O–B bond 

bending vibrations.  

720 cm−1 Symmetric stretching vibrations of Bi–O bonds in 

BiO3 pyramidal units, 

O3B–O–BO3 bending vibrations 

840 cm−1 Symmetric stretching vibrations of Bi–O bonds in 

the BiO3 pyramidal units, stretching vibrations of 

B–O bonds in BO4 units from diborate groups 

990 ~1080 cm−1 Stretching vibrations of B–Q bonds in B Q4 units 

from tri-, tetra-, and penta-borate groups 

1200 cm−1 Stretching vibrations of B–O bonds in BO3 units 

from meta- and ortho -borate groups 

1300 cm-1~1500 cm−1 Asymmetric stretching vibrations of B–O bonds in 

BO3 and B Q2O
－ units 
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FT-IR spectra data have been discussed on the basis of the 

method given by Tarte [12] and Condrate [13] by comparing the 

experimental data of glasses with those of related crystalline 

compounds. In this study, the characteristic absorption bands for 

vitreous Bi2O3 [14,15] and B2O3 [16,17] were used. The 

absorption band centered at ~500 cm
−1

 is characteristic of the 

stretching vibrations of Bi–O bonds in strongly distorted BiO6 

octahedral units [14,15] over which can be superposed the B–O–

B bond-bending vibrations [16-18]. The absorption band at~715 

cm
−1

 has been assigned to symmetric stretching vibrations of Bi–

O bonds in BiO3 pyramidal units [20] over which can be 

superposed the O3B–O–BO3–bending vibrations [17,19]. The 

absorption band from ~880 cm
−1

 is due to the symmetric 

stretching vibrations of Bi–O bond in the BiO3 pyramidal units 

[14] on which can be superposed the stretching vibrations of B–

O bond in the BO4 units from diborate groups [17]. The band at 

~990 cm
−1

can be attributed to the B–Q stretching vibrations in 

BQ4 units from tri- (B3O5
-
), tetra- (B8O13

2-
), and penta-borate 

(B5O8
-
 ) groups[18]. Here Q is a oxygen atom bridging two 

boron atoms. The strong band at~1200 cm
−1 

is assigned to 

stretching vibrations of B–O bonds in BO3 units from meta- and 

ortho-borate groups [19,21]. The broad shoulder present in the 

spectra at~1295 cm
−1

 is assigned to the asymmetrical stretching 

vibrations of B–O bonds in BO3 and B Q 2O
– 
units [19,22].  

 

All in all, the FT-IR absorption bands for vitreous B2O3 were 

identified at ~720, ~1260, and ~1420 cm
−1

, which are attributed 

to the B–O bond vibrations in trigonal BO3 units [16-18]. The 

vibrational modes of the borate glasses network show the 

presence of three infrared spectral regions [19]. The first group 

of bands, which occurs at 1200~1600 cm
−1

, is due to the 

asymmetric stretching relaxation of the B–O bonds in BO3 units, 

the second group lies between 800 and 1200 cm
−1

 and is due to 

the B–O bonds stretching in the tetrahedral BO4 units, and the 

third group is observed around 700 cm
−1

 and is due to bending of 

B–O–B linkages in the borate network[20] The characteristic 

absorption bands for crystalline ZnO were identified at ~430 and 

~520 cm
−1

 which are attributed to the Zn–O bonds vibrations in 

the tetrahedral ZnO4 units[23]. 
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As the assignment in Table 1, [BiO6], [BiO3], [BO3], [BO4] units 

may be contained in Bi2O3-ZnO-B2O3-BaO quaternion system 

glass structure.  

 

The structure of the glass can be concluded by analyzing the 

absorption peak around 990 ~1080 cm
−1

, 1200 cm
−1

, 1300
 
~1350 

cm
−1

, it would conclude [BO3] units, [BO4] units. The FT-IR 

absorption peaks around 500 cm
−1

, 720 cm
−1

, 840 cm
−1

 would 

attribute to Bi－O bond in [BiO6] units and B－O bond in [BO3] 

units or Bi–O bond in [BiO3] units and B–O bond in [BO4] units, 

but any of the vibration group is uncertain, it is necessary to 

confirm by using Raman spectra.   

 

Figure 2 shows the Raman spectrum of a typical glass 

composition consisting of broad peaks in the range 100~1600 

cm
−1

. The x=9 glass sample was observed band around 130 cm
−1

, 

390 cm
−1

, 575 cm
−1

, 920 cm
−1

 and 1250 cm
−1

.  
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Figure 2: Raman spectra of glass composition containing 56 mol% of Bi2O3. 

 

The vibrational Raman and infrared spectra of the investigated 

glasses with 45~65mol% bismuth oxide concentrations are 

dominated by bands associated to the structural units of the 

heaviest cation, Bi
3+

. The Raman bands due to heavy metal 

oxides such as Bi2O3, can be classified into four regions: (1) low 

wave number Raman modes (<100 cm
−1

); (2) heavy metal ion 

vibrations in the range 70-160 cm
−1

; (3) bridged anion modes in 
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the intermediate 300-600 cm
−1

 region and (4) non-bridging anion 

modes at higher wave numbers [24]. 

 

An evidence for the existence of [BiO3] and [BiO6] polyhedra in 

the glass structure is the presence of band around135 cm
−1

 in the 

Raman spectra [25]. In our Raman spectra this band was 

observed at 130 cm
−1

, Bi
3+

 cations are incorporated in [BiO3] and 

[BiO6] groups. Having in view that the bismuth group vibrations 

appear at significantly lower wave numbers in comparison with 

the boron units vibrations, we can assume that in the range of 

120-650 cm
−1

 spectral region of the Raman spectra, only the 

bismuth unit vibrations as bridged anion [24,26]. Thus, the broad 

and strong band occurring in the present Raman spectra centered 

around 370 cm
−1

 can be attributed to Bi–O–Bi vibrations, while 

the shoulder at 591 cm
−1 

can be assigned to Bi-O
–
 stretching 

vibrations of [BiO6] octahedral units. Similar observation was 

found in lithium bismuthate [27] and other heavy metal oxide 

glasses [26]. In the Raman spectra the band around 921 cm
−1

 can 

be ascribed to isolated orthoborate groups [28] while the weak 

band from 1285 to 1309 cm
−1

 is due to Bi–O
– 
(NBO) of BiO3 and 

pyroborate groups in the entire composition range. This is 

confirmed from the fact that in the present glasses, the band 

observed at 708 cm
−1 

in infrared spectra is assigned to B–O–B 

bending vibrations in [BO3] triangles [29] while the band around 

1218 cm
−1

 arises from Bi–O
–
 (NBO) stretching vibrations of 

[BiO3] units and the band at 1256 cm
−1

 is due to the vibration of 

B–O
–
. Raman spectra and its related functional group vibrations 

were summarized in Table 2, in order to read Raman curve of 

this glass system perfectly.  
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Table 2: Assignments for the Raman scattering bands of Bi2O3-ZnO-B2O3-

BaO glass [3,4,30]. 
 

Wavenumber (cm−1)             Raman assignment 

130 cm−1 Symmetric  stretching vibrations of Bi－O－Bi bonds in the 

BiO3 pyramidal and BiO6 octahedron units 

254 cm−1 bending vibration of Zn－O bonds in ZnO4 tetrahedron units  

390 cm−1 Symmetric  stretching vibrations of Bi－O－Bi bonds in the 

BiO3 pyramidal and BiO6 octahedron units 

575 cm−1 Stretching vibrations of Bi–O- bonds in BiO6 octahedron 

units 

920 cm−1 Stretching vibrations of B－O bonds in orthoborate formed 

by BO3 pyramidal units, stretching vibrations of Bi–O- bonds 

in BiO6 octahedron units 

1250~1320 cm−1 Stretching vibrations of Bi–O- bonds in BiO3 pyramidal units 

1250~1500 cm−1 Stretching vibrations of B–O- bonds and stretching vibrations 

of O3B－O－BO4 bonds in BO3 pyramidal units, Stretching 

vibrations of B－O－B bonds in BO3 pyramidal units 

 

By analyzing Figure 2 and Table 2, there may exist [BO3], 

[BiO6] and [BiO3] units in boro-bismuthate glass structure, but it 

was hard to find the special peak of [ZnO4] units around 254 

cm
−1

, so ZnO is a kind of network modifier in this glass system.  

 

With all the results about FT-IR and Raman spectra of the glass 

system, we could conclude that the main glass network formers 

were [BiO3] triangles and [BO3] triangles, parts of boron form 

glass network as [BO4] tetrahedron, but [BiO6] units could not 

enter the glass network. There may exist Bi－O－Bi bond and 

Bi－O－ NBO(nonbridging oxygen) bond between [BiO3] and 

[BiO3], or between [BiO3] and [BiO6]. The connection of [BO3] 

and [BO3] , [BO3] and [BO4] may form B－O－B bond or B－O
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－ bond. In the glass system, ZnO as a kind of network modifier 

was out of the glass network. 

 

Effect of Bi2O3 Contents on the Present Glass Structure  
 

Bi2O3 plays a very unique role in the glass structure, when high 

contents of Bi2O3 and B2O3 were used at the same time in one 

sample, they could form the vitreous structure and have special 

character. Figure 3 shows the FT-IR spectra of various 

composition of Bi2O3 content, and the following Figure 4 shows 

its Raman spectra. With the content of Bi2O3 increasing, the 

curves of both FT-IR and Raman shifts a little.  

 

2000 1500 1000 500 0

x = 15

x = 12

x = 9

x = 6

Wavenumber(cm
-1)

x = 3

 

Figure 3: FT-IR spectra of samples with the content of Bi2O3 variety.  
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Figure 4: Raman spectra of samples with the content of Bi2O3 variety 
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The curves of infrared absorption spectra about variety of Bi2O3 

concentration for Bi2O3-ZnO-B2O3-BaO glasses are showed in 

Figure 3. It is clear from the pattern that with the content of 

Bi2O3 increasing, the strength of absorption peak around 500 

cm
−1

 increases appreciably, it indicates that the number of [BiO6] 

units increases a bit. And the strength of peak around 720 cm
−1

 

has the tendency of increasing this may be caused by the 

increasing numbers of [BO3] and [BiO3] units. The increasing of 

strength for the peak around may attribute to the increasing 

numbers of [BiO3] and [BO4] units. Moreover, the strength of 

peak around 990~1080 cm
−1

 doesn’t change obviously, but the 

whole peak shifts towards lower wavenumbers, it illuminates 

that [BO4] units have the tendency of becoming looser in the 

glass structure. What’s more, the peaks around both 1200 cm
−1

 

and 1300
 
~1350 cm

−1
 are increased ascribed to increasing 

number of [BO3] units in glass system.  

 

Figure 4 shows the infrared absorption spectra about variety of 

Bi2O3 content of the glass, it obviously shows that with the rising 

of the concentration for Bi2O3, the strength of Raman spectra has 

a significant increase around 130 cm
−1

 it indicates that the 

numbers of [BiO3] and [BiO6] units increased in glass structure. 

Furthermore, from sample A1 to A5, the wavenumbers shift from 

124 cm
−1

 to 136 cm
−1

 which transforms from low wavenumbers 

to higher. It is contributed to the increasing of [BiO3] units. In 

this glass network structure, [BO4] tetrahedron, [BO3] triangles 

and [BiO3] triangles could form the network, but [BiO6] units 

could not. Bi－O－Bi bond might be formed between [BiO3] 

and [BiO3] units, or [BiO3] and [BiO6] units, however, there is 

little difference on Bi－O－Bi bond vibration frequency 

between different structure units, since the strength of bond 

vibration frequency is stronger in network than out of network.  

 

It could be investigated from Raman spectra that with the 

increasing of the Bi2O3 concentration, the strength of Raman 

scattering peak around 390 cm
−1

 increases, it indicates that the 

numbers of [BiO3] and [BiO6] units increase in the glass 

structure. And the strength of peak also enhances around 575 

cm
−1

, this attributes to the increasing number of [BiO6] units. 
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Moreover, enhanced strength of peak around 1250 cm
−1

 may 

ascribe to the augmenting numbers of [BiO3] and [BO3]. 

 

We could infer by generally analyzing the FT-IR and Raman 

spectra above that in this glass system, bismuth consisted in the 

glass structure as [BiO6] and [BiO3] units, and boron as the 

[BO3] and [BO4] units. ZnO was in the position out of network 

and provided free oxygen. With the concentration of Bi2O3 rising 

the content of Bi2O3 increased, the numbers of [BiO6] and [BiO3] 

units increased evidently in the glass structure. The position of 

FT-IR spectra absorbtion peak at 990~1080 cm
−1

 shifts to lower 

wavenumber from A1 to A5, it indicates that [BO4] units tend to 

be loose in the glass network structure, and boron is mainly as 

[BO3] tridentate to form the glass network.  

 

Effect of B2O3 Contents on the Present Glass Structure  
 

Figure 5 illustrates the infrared spectra of the present glass 

system group B. For all glass compositions, bands around 500 

cm
−1

, 720 cm
−1

, 840 cm
−1

, 980~1080 cm
−1

 and 1200~1500 cm
−1

 

were observed. They are just similar with the glass group A, and 

four structure units [BiO3], [BiO6], [BO3] and [BO4] consist in 

present glass.  

 

 

 

Figure 5: FT-IR spectra of samples with the content of B2O3 variety. 
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A relative absorption band at 980~1080 cm
−1

 attributed to the 

stretching vibrator of [BO4], and the strength of the peak gets 

stronger from B1 to B5. The rising of B2O3 concentration results 

in strengthened B－O－B bond vibrations in [BO3] triangles 

which shows around 1100~1400 cm
−1

 in FT-IR spectra. 

Simultaneously, the strength of absorption peak at 720 cm
−1

 

caused by B－O－B bond stretching vibration in [BO3] triangles 

and Bi–O band symmetric stretching vibration in [BiO3] 

triangles is boosted, this indicates that the concentration of both 

[BO3] and [BiO3] triangles may increase. However, the strength 

of absorption peak at 470 cm
−1

 arising from Bi－O band bending 

vibration in [BiO6] octahedron turns weaker.  

 

Figure 6 shows the Raman spectra of present quaternionic glass 

system for group B in the spectral range of 100-1600 cm
−1

. In the 

Raman spectra of the sample glass, important scattering bands 

are concentrated at 130 cm
−1

, 390 cm
−1

, 575 cm
−1

, 920 cm
−1

, 

1250~1500 cm
−1

 obviously.  

 

As the same glass system, group A and B have the similar 

scattering peaks in Raman spectra as is showed in Figure 4 and 

Figure 6. However, with the rising of concentration for B2O3, the 

scattering strength of Raman spectra at 130 cm
−1

 which caused 

by Bi－O－Bi band symmetric stretching vibration in [BiO3] 

triangles and [BiO6] octahedron decreased, it indicates that the 

relative numbers of [BiO3] and [BiO6] units decreased.  
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Figure 6: Raman spectra of group B. 

 

With the content of B2O3 increasing from group B1 to B5, the 

band around 390 cm
−1

 which caused by Bi－O－Bi bond 

symmetric stretching vibration in [BiO3] triangles and [BiO6] 

octahedron presents strength, it illuminates the enhanced linking 

of [BiO3] and [BiO6] in glass network. And Bi－O bond 

stretching vibration in [BiO6] octahedron results in the Raman 

scattering peak around 575 cm
−1

, its strength decreased with the 

content of B2O3 increasing which causes a declining relative 

number of [BiO6] units. However，the Raman scattering peak at 

920 cm
-1

 caused by B—O bond stretching vibration orthoborate 

formed by BO3 pyramidal units doesn’t change obviously with 

the concentration of B2O3 increasing. Moreover, Raman 

scattering peak at 1250~1500 cm
−1

 was mainly caused by Bi－O
－(NBO) of [BiO3] units and B－O－B bond stretching vibration 

of [BO3] units in the entire composition range. With the content 

of B2O3 increasing from B1 to B5, the strength of Raman 

scattering peak at 1250~1500 cm
−1

 decreased. It indicates that 

the relative numbers of [BiO3] units decreased while [BO3] units 

enhanced. In this case, the value of relative numbers of [BiO3] 

decreased more than [BO3] units enhanced, and it shows up the 

descending tendency of Raman peak around 1250~1500 cm
−1

.  

 

For all the analysis of group B glass samples above, it could be 

estimated that there are [BiO6], [BiO3], [BO3] and [BO4] units in 
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the present glass system, and with the content of B2O3 increasing, 

the relative numbers of [BO3] and [BO4] units increase, which 

made a decrease of [BiO3] and [BiO6] units. However, the 

Raman scattering peak which caused by [ZnO4] tetrahedron does 

not appear in the group B glass samples.  

 

Conclusions  
 

In summarization, the glass of the Bi2O3-ZnO-B2O3-BaO system 

was obtained and investigated by FT-IR spectroscopy and 

Raman spectroscopy. Then we use the data in order to analyze 

the structure of glass matrix. FT-IR spectroscopy data suggest 

that [BO3] triangles units, [BO3] and [BO3], [BO3]and [BO4] 

form glass network by interrelated connection, and Raman 

spectroscopy data shows [BiO3] and [BiO6] units also existe in 

the glass structure. Synthetically, the main glass network formers 

are [BiO3] triangles and [BO3] triangles, part of boron ionic 

formed glass network as [BO4] tetrahedron, but [BiO6] units 

could not enter the glass network.  

 

When altering the content of the main oxide, dominating peak 

value of FT-IR spectra and Raman spectra are almost the same. 

With the content of Bi2O3 increasing, the strength of absorption 

and scattering peaks are to a certain degree of increase which is 

caused by Bi
3+

, and decrease caused by B
3+

. Contrarily, with the 

content of B2O3 increasing, the strength of absorption and 

scattering peaks are to a certain extent of decrease which is 

caused by [BiO3] and [BiO6] units, and increase caused by [BO3] 

and [BO6] units. 

 

On all accounts, in the present glass system it is easy to detect 

that introducing Bi2O3 would make the glass structure looser in a 

certain range, and it is propitious to obtain low-melting glass. 

However, increasing the content of B2O3 could make the glass 

structure more compact in a certain range, thus to form stable 

glass system.  
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